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Emergency 
Medical 
Services

It is that time of year when the Special Events unit 
of EMS is at its peak with all the summer happenings 
in and around Cape Town. These events would not 
be a success without the participation and profes-
sionalism of the Greens. One such event is the much 
planned for and anticipated Pick ‘n Pay Cape Argus 
Cycle Tour held on March 11, 2012. Over 32 500 
cyclists were expected to partake in the tour. EMS in 
conjunction with the tour sponsor Medi-clinic and oth-
er private and voluntaryservices administered care 
from thirteen medical posts along the route and at 
vari- ous “high 

volume” 
areas. 

“ G i v e n 
that we 
h a v e 
support-
ed the 
Tour for 
m a n y 
y e a r s , 

there is a 
risk of complacency when participating in such an 
event, yet the system kicked in as usual. We planned 
in conjunction with Medi-clinic and the event organ-
isers to increase patient contact by 20% from the pre-
vious tour. As usual the boys and girls in green, rose 
to the challenge”, said Dr Wayne Smith, Manager of 
the Special Events Unit. 

Greens from 
all over 
the prov-
ince were 
called in 
to assist on 
the day 
providing 
d e d i c a -
tion with-
out com-

p r o m i s i n g 
on core business. “We used medical intelligence by 
evaluating what has been successful for similar and 
previous events. We then added extra resources 
such as the FIFA motorbikes and Rhino which were 

placed stra-
tegically on 
route, pro-
viding rapid 
intervention 
without 
d i s tu rb ing 
the flow of 
traffic”

P e r s o n n e l 
were briefed 
two days prior to the event on logistical and medi-
cal aspects. EMS practitioners were encouraged to 
focus on dehydration policies and diagnosis. 

“We never get to thank the staff enough - Thank 
you for your support and on-going dedication to our 
brand and service”, Dr Wayne Smith. 

Management would like to thank all the operational 
greens that supported EMS on the day. A word of 
gratitude goes out to the many unsung heroes such 
as the communications greens that have to manage 
and feild all the incidents  of the event and the logis-
tical team that have to ensure that all systems are in 
place, guarenteeing a flawless operation.  

Dr 
Saadiq 
Kariem 
(Chief 
Direc-
tor for 
General 
Special-
ists and 
emer-
gency 
services); 
Dr Cleeve 
Robertson (EMS 
Director); Dr Shaheem De Vries (Medical Support for EMS); 
Dr Annemarie Kropman (Emergency Medicine); Binyami-
en Kariem (College); Francois de Kock (City Rescue) and 
Shaheed Osman (City Rescue) represented EMS by don-
ning the badge on the day – cycle kits were sponsored by 
Three Spears Medical. 

Tour Photographs courtesy of Cycle Tour Media & N.Sales
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GREETINGS FROM THE 
DIRECTOR OF EMS

Farewell to our colleague … late S. A. Mnothoza

On the 22nd March 2012 
our colleague 
Sindezama Abednigo 
Mnothoza passed away 
suddenly. 

He’ll be greatly missed by 
his colleagues. 

1963 - 2012

Final Good-Byes …

Staff of Southern Division 
EMS, form a guard of 
honour, saying their 
final good-byes on the 
29th March to their 
colleague. His burial took 
place on the 31st March, 
in the Eastern Cape.

Southern Division Staff
    “Rest in Peace Comrade”

My saddle sores 
and bilateral 
ulnar and median 
nerve neuroprax-
is have abated 
after the 
Argus Cycle Tour 
– it’s certainly 
different from 
the cycle side. 
The greens 

must have been busy – I never saw an 
ambulance, which is a good thing at my age!

Another Financial year bites the dust, and 
when it settles you’ll see that we almost, 
almost reached 75% P1’s within 15 minutes 
and the message is that we don’t achieve 
success without support and we certain-
ly have had support from Prof Househam 
(Head of Department), Mr van Niekerk 
(Chief Financial Officer), Ms Arries (Head of 
Human Resource Management), Dr 
Engelbrecht (Deputy Direc-
tor General) and our own 
cycle partner Dr Kariem (Chief 
Director General Specialists and EMS). 
They’ve stood by us and our performance 
and we acknowledge their support and 
commitment to Emergency Medical Services.

The rest as they say is history, so well done to 
all of you for converting their support into 
very positive results – give yourself a hand!

Dr Cleeve Robertson 

AMS Aeromedical conference (page 
11)
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LETTER FROM 
THE EDITOR

African Conference on 
Emergency Medicine 

Accra International Conference Centre,  Ghana 
save the date: 

30 October to 1 November 2012 

 
 

www.afcem2012.com 

With focus on wellness in EMS this 2012/2013 year, 
greens are encouraged to adopt habits that 
promote better health. Wellness is not only about 
physical wellbeing, it also relates to mental 
wellbeing. Everything you do, think, feel and 
believe has an impact on your health and the 
wellbeing of others. Wellness is about people. 
How you treat your colleagues, employees and 
supervisor has an indirect impact on their state of 
well-being. Think about what wellness means 
to you and how you approach people every 
day. Consider the new cabinet slogan – “Better 
Together”. Are you providing a qualitative service 
by working together to achieve one common goal? 

This quarter find that fresh perspective to see things 
differently - A perspective that changes how you 
provide a service to the community, both externally 
(public) and internally (colleagues). Don’t sweat the 
small stuff, pick your battles wisely and sleep on big 
decisions. Being healthy is about thinking healthy. 

In this issue Management thanks the greens for their 
endless dedication and support to special events 
(front page), we provide up-to-date information on 
the Rescue action plan (page 5), focus on wellness 
in the workplace (Page 8), discuss the four medi-
cal ethics in EMS (page 10) and introduce the new 
triage scale to your practice (Pages 12 – 13).

Enjoy the issue! 

Yours sincerely,

Keri Davids 
Communications Officer 

With Uncle Muis at one of his farewell parties
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NEW EMS NEONATAL/ 
PAEDIATRIC AMBULANCES 

The Red Cross Children’s Hospital Trust recently 
furnished four neonatal/paediatric Intensive Care 
Unit ambulances that will operate in the Cape 
Town, Eden and Cape Winelands districts. EMS 
in conjunction with the Red Cross Children’s trust 
hosted official handing over ceremonies in 2011 at 
the various stations where the vehicles are based.

The service has been providing specialised infant 
and child medical transfers since the 1970’s. “EMS
originally provided an incubator service for new 
born babies, who required intensive care on route 
to the hospital”, says Dr Mac Mahon, consultant 
to the service. 

The current specialised paediatric ambulance  , 
operating from Western Division, was refurnished 
by the Red Cross Children’s Trust and EMS has pur-
chased three new Neonatal/ Paediatric specific 
ambulances of which the trust have equipped.

  “Babies require specific equipment for intensive 
care transfers between facilities. The new 
ambulances provide a comprehensive suite of 
everything required to safely transfer a sick baby 
or child into health facilities. As an emergency 
practitioner, when you save a child’s life you save 
them for a lifetime. It is the key responsibility to 
treatment”, said Dr Cleeve Robertson.

Two of the Neonatal ICU ambulances will function 
in the Eden and Cape Winelands districts, 
transporting patients to the Worcester and George 
hospitals. The third ambulance will operate along 
with the newly furnished and already existing 
Neonatal/Paediatric ICU ambulance, from the 
Western Division base increasing service delivery 
in Cape Town and beyond, when required. 

The Cape Town ambulances will provide a 24/7 
service operating consecutively or simultaneously 
as required. One vehicle will be manned while the 
other is charged, delivering prompt and efficient 
medical response to paediatric missions. 

“Sick babies require extra gadgets to administer the 
best level of care. The donation by Red Cross will 
not only provide better patient treatment but also 
improve working conditions of the crew”, Dr Mac 
Mahon. 

The ambulances hold brand new medical 
equipment and two new state of the art devices 
that make working on the neonatal vehicle much 
easier for the crew manning the vehicle. The 
ambulance “inverter” is the first of its kind to be 
used on EMS ambulances. The device allows for the 
full charging of equipment (such as the incubator) 
while the vehicle is off the road. Previous hassles of 
loading all the equipment onto the vehicles once it 
has been charged will become a thing of the past. 

In addition, vehicles have been fitted with special-
ised stretcher lifts, imported from Belgium which 
ensures that all vital equipment is placed on the 
stretcher with the incubator. This ensures that the 
crew working on the vehicle do not have to battle 
with the hindrance of equipment either getting in 
the way or falling off the stretcher. All the dedicat-
ed neonatal ICU ambulance crew have to worry 
about it delivering the best level of care to their tiny 
patients. 
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WHO STEPS IN FIRST? 
We arrive on the scene of a motor vehicle 
accident, fire and rescue in attendance and the 
paramedic ready to attend to the patient. As the 
outside person looking in, who plays what role to 
ensure that the patient receives the best level 
of care? What can go wrong in a motor vehicle 
medical response? And who plays what role while 
ensuring that the patient has the best chance of 
survival? 

“Everyone should know their place in a motor 
vehicle medical response. Rescue Technicians 
are trained to use the rescue action plan and is 
the bench mark of extrication, which is applicable 
to both rescue and medical personnel” says EMS 
Provincial Rescue Manager, Neville “Kussie” van 
Rensburg.

“As long as the action plan is followed with the 
patient being the main focus in mind, everything 
should go according to plan. Too many times, 
personnel put the patient’s life at risk by not 
following the basic guideline of the rescue ac-
tion plan. Research shows that the only time rapid 
extrication is required or rescue techniques 
override the stabilisation of the patient/s is 
when the patient is in danger of crashing or the 
environment is hazardous to both the patient 
and EMS personnel on the scene. Rapid extri-
cation occurs and is only necessary when the 
patient’s condition is immediately life threaten-
ing or if the danger is high (dangerous condi-
tions e.g. Car is submerged in water/ an ac-
tive railway line). Too many rescues take place 
where rapid extrication is used and not enough 
medical attention is provided to the patient.”

(These steps are dependent on a level surface 
MVA Scenario)

Rescue action plan – 

Step 1: Preparedness: Prepare the vehicle and 
equipment at the station – check that all 
equipment is on the vehicle and in working order. 

Step 2: Responsiveness: Respond to the scene – 
Use critical thinking to determine the best driving 
route that is safe, convenient for access & egress 
and will not be hindered by weather or road 
conditions. 

Step 3: Arrive at scene: At “a” Size up the scene 
– going over all methane report steps.  Park an 
emergency vehicle in the “fend” off position 
(between 25 – 45m from the scene). You have 

now made the scene safe for all emergency 
personnel. 

Step 4: Stabilisation of the scene and vehicle: 
Rescue will create access to the patient through 
the doors/ windows. This includes the Removal 
of hazards (barbed wire/ sharp metal objects/ 
electric cables). The Paramedic/ Doctor will 
inform the Medical Rescuer of the patient’s 
condition/ entrapment and will decide togeth-
er as to what steps need to be taken, best for 
the patient’s medical condition - Always taking 
into account the patient’s medical condition. 

Step 5: Packaging of and treatment of the 
patient: The paramedic/ Doctor will stabilise 
the patient (put up IV as protocol dictates for 
entrapped patients).

Step 6: Creating space for treatment: Once the 
patient has been stabilised by the paramedic, 
space creation will take place. This includes 
moving the dashboard/ cutting steering wheel/ 
door/seat/ roof removal to gain better access for 
the paramedic/ doc to perform further medical 
treatment.

Step 7: Disentanglement to extricate the patient: 
The patient is stabilised and ready to be removed 
from wreckage with a KED/ trauma board. 

Step 8: Patient is loaded into the ambulance and 
transported to a health facility with the doctor or 
paramedic in attendance (dependent on the 
patient’s condition).

Note: If there are enough medical personnel, the 
Medical Rescuer automatically becomes the 
health & safety officer and over sees the safety 
of all personnel on scene. While extrication takes 
place the medic or doctor must take charge 
insuring the highest level of medical care takes 
place.  

“When you go to a restaurant to eat, you expect 
a clean environment with professional service and 
personnel; good working equipment and expect 
to receive quality service. The same is applica-
ble when responding to an accident scene: the 
patient expects a clean scene, to be treated with 
the best level of care by professional medical 
personnel using equipment that is clean and in 
good working order. This determines good quality 
and professional service”, Neville van Rensburg. 

Information supplied by Neville van Rensburg
Written by Keri Davids
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COLLEGE SELECTION
The Western Cape Government Health: College of 
Emergency Care (CEC) upholds principles of trans-
parency, equal access to training, lifelong devel-
opment and professional growth. For the past few 
years the number of courses and qualifications has 
increased exponentially to the benefit of the Service 
staff with more opportunities for access to training. 
However, the college mandate is to maintain 
appropriate standard of education to ultimately 
provide most efficient and safe emergency care to 
the Western Cape communities. As a result, the 
College applies stringent selection principles based 
on specific criteria.  Due to the broad offering of 
courses with various status and qualification the 
selection process may seem obscure to operational 
staff. The purpose of this article is therefore to famil-
iarize the reader with the basic principles and 
criteria of the selection process. 

CEC currently offers three levels of short course 
training, namely; Basic Ambulance Assistant (BAA), 
Ambulance Emergency Assistant (AEA) and Critical 

Care Assistant (CCA). In addition, a new qualifica-
tion of Emergency Care Technician (ECT) has been 
introduced into the CEC portfolio in 2009, a recog-
nized qualification by the South African Qualifica-
tion Authority (SAQA) and it is thus a nationally 
recognized higher education qualification. Above 
this, the CEC also offers 13 rescue modules.

The scheduled training dates of the programs of-
fered by CEC are distributed in January at the be-
ginning of the academic year to allow adequate 
time for learners to prepare for entrance examina-
tions. The dates are obtainable from the College, 
Human Resource Development (HRD) district co-
ordinators and are also made available to all EMS 
District Managers. The College trains staff perma-
nently employed by Government Health: Emergen-
cy Medical Services. Employees are encouraged 
to join HRD and staff development programs to 
prepare for all short course entrance exam assess-
ments. With regards to preparing for the ECT and 
Rescue physical assessments, please seek assis-

tance from the relevant district rescue technicians 
as the physical entry requirements are specific and 
time bound.

Learners applying for the relevant courses need to 
complete the appropriate application form (CEC 
001f) and submit to their HRD district coordinators 
or lecturers. The following documentation must ac-
company the application form, highest school leav-
ing certificate; BLS or AEA certificate (depending on 
the course application); registration with HPCSA for 
a period of at least 6 months of current qualifica-
tion; a valid Code 10 PDP and the District Manag-
ers’ signature. Incomplete documentation will not 
be accepted.  Program Coordinators in conjunc-
tion with the Principal are responsible for conduct-
ing learner entrance assessments.

Selection is based on highest academic results, 
area of need, race and gender. The minimum pass 
mark for theory assessment is 50%. The selection 
committee comprises of the provincial operational 
manager, the relevant program coordinator, the 
principal and three union representatives. Once 
selection is made, the results are presented to the 
skills committee for transparency and verification of 
the selection process. Thereafter, both successful 
and unsuccessful candidate’s results are forwarded 
to the district managers. Dissatisfied candidates 
may follow the CEC appeal process and fill in an 
Appeal against Exam Outcome, College form (CEC 
009f) within 5 working days and follow the appeal 
process.

Kuben Moodley 
Principal: College of Emergency Care
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CONSEQUENCES OF 
UNPAID LEAVE

Employees, are requested to be mindful of their 
leave  and attendence profile. Unpaid leave has 
far-reaching 
consequences and may stretch further than what 
you are aware of.

Unpaid leave results from a wide variety of actions 
and circumstances – insufficient leave credits, dis-
ciplinary sanctions, voluntary requests for unpaid 
leave, etc. Please note that unpaid leave is calcu-
lated as calendar days and not work days.

Unpaid leave that results from a disciplinary action 
is NOT negotiable for salary deductions per instal-
ments. The salary will be reduced by the amount 
that equates to the unpaid leave immediately 
upon notification from the relevant supervisor and 
manager and will be deducted in consecutive 
months until the monetary value of the leave is fully 
recovered.

The re-payment of all other types of unpaid leave 

may be negotiated upon in exceptional circum-
stances, and employees may contact their HR 
clerk to inform them of the available options and 
the required documentation. However, the repay-
ment in instalments is still subject to approval by the 
HR Line-Manager.

The consequences of unpaid leave to the relevant 
employee are as follows: the nett salary will be 
reduced, the current deductions from the gross 
salary (housing, insurance, garnishees, etc) may 
be affected, the leave credit entitlement will be 
reduced automatically when 15 or more consecu-
tives days are captured on PERSAL and the service 
bonus amount will also be reduced. In addition to 
these undesirable circumstances, the employee’s 
absenteeism profile will create a negative percep-
tion of the employee and his/her home life may 
also suffer these consequences as the household 
commitments cannot be upheld.

So, an appeal is made to please respect the work 
place rules and take care of your attendence 
profile.

L Meter
Human Resources

Southern Division First Responder 

After a walk through the Samora Machel, 
Kosovo and Brown’s Farm informal settlements by 
the Director and District Managers of the city, it 
was decided to commence First-aid courses in the 
community.

Access to most houses in these areas is extremely 
difficult or impossible and the community has to 
bring the patients to the ambulance. By 
equipping the community with this skill it benefits 
them and EMS in that when an emergency arises in 
the area, those trained could assess and 
render first-aid to the patient while waiting for the 
ambulance to arrive. This new found skill prepares 
the First-Aid provider to decide whether he/she can 
make a career out of it. 

The Southern District service almost 1, 8 million 
people with 16 ambulances per day shift and 11 at 
night therefore deem it necessary to have 
community participation. 

The First-Aid course is run over 2 full days (16 hours) 
and covers airway management, stopping 
bleeding, bandaging and splinting and most 
importantly the latest AHA (American Heart Asso-
ciation) guidelines on CPR.

The 
aim is 

to reach all the 
informal 
settlements 
within our dis-
trict and train as 
much volunteer 
First-aid provid-
ers as possible. 

Apart from train-
ing 40 first aid responders, the Southern Division has 
forecastered an additional 60 by the end of the 
year.

Southern Division is proud to announce our first 
Responders in Samora Machel and Kosovo and 
forms part of our Informal Settlement Future 
Development Plan. 
Southern Division 
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First Prize was awarded to Aldrin Makier (HRD), 
second place to Jessica Rogers and third place to 
Lynne Lombard. 

On the 31st of October 2011, Paarl EMS start-
ed The Biggest Loser competition to motivate 
their staff to lose weight and to enjoy a healthier 
lifestyle. The competition ran over a period of 
3 months and at the end of each month, the 
participants would be weighed. With the help of 
our local chemist and gym, a strict diet plan was 
followed. Our rescue technicians Mr Van Schoor, 
Mr T Claasen and Mr J Fortuin took the contest-
ants on the field for outdoor training. They had 
exercise twice a week including water aero-
bics, and a 22km walk across Paarl Mountain.

As the competition progressed, it caught the 
attention of the other staff and they joined 
in the exercise program with their spouses.  
During the first month a total loss of 25,5kg was 
shed among the 12 contestants. Good feedback 
came from hospital staff that saw a change in 
the ambulance personal. Each of the contest-
ants showed positive change in their medical 
condition such as stable blood pressure, more 

energy, more motivated and no more gout. 

At the end of the three months we announced the 
winner at a formal venue where the contestants 
dressed in their most spectacular dresses and suits. 
On the evening everyone received a prize for taking 
part and taking a step forward to a better lifestyle. 1st 
place Aldrin Mackier (10,3kg lost), 2nd place Jessica 
Rogers (4,1kg), Lynne Lombaard (3,8kg). Other priz-
es included Best progress: Gaynor Lewies, Best Spirit 
Award: Lynne Lombaard, Best Supporter: Cheryl 
Van Schoor. Among the prizes were diet shakes, 
water bottles, exercise bag, free gym vouchers.  

Currently the second round for Biggest Loser is 
up and running, The Biggest Loser Buddy chal-
lenge. Contestants can now have a team mate 
that can diet with them and exercise with them 
as well. With all the positive feedback from the 
first competition we have allowed hospital and 
volunteers to participate too. We’d like to enter 
fun walks to increase our activity and fun to this 
quarter’s competition. A few of the contestants 
have already joined in on a two hour Zumba class. 

It started out as a wellness program to lose 
weight but for most of us it’s a way of living now. 
We feel better, more motivated, and 
we’re more focused on our work. 

“The will to conquer is the first condition of victory”

PAARL STATION’S 
‘BIGGEST LOSER” CHALLENGE

On the 17th of March 2012 the annually Cancer 
relay for life took place in Paarl. We as Paarl EMS 
decided to participate in this event. Most of us 
have friends, family, and colleagues that have 
died or survived of cancer.  We had limited 
amount of time to prepare. Thanks to all the sup-
port from the staff we were able to enter two (15 
people each which included greens and family) 
teams into the relay. Our team name was The 
ECG’s: our hearts beat for cancer. We decided 
on pink for our t-shirts in support of breast can-
cer. Off duty personel and their families came 
in for two days to paint our t-shirts and banners. 

On the evening we dressed in bizarre clothes, 
funky coloured wigs and bright make-up. The 
relay started at 18h00 and ended at 06h00 the 
next morning. Off duty personel and their families 
came to support the teams while they walked. 
We were proud to see one of our colleagues 

EMS CANCER RELAY FOR LIFE
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saved patient suffered a fractured tib/fib and was 
transported by ambulance while the second pa-
tient was still being cut free.

AMS were requested at approximately 17:25 and 
Ian Howard and Henry Barlow arrived on the scene 
at about 18:15. The two gentlemen hiked up 
towards the patient who was still trapped to see if 
he needed to be flown out. Fortunately he was not 
severely injured and he too was transported by land 
ambulance. Their kind assistance and quick 
response to the scene is appreciated.

A very 
g r i m y 
a n d 
d u s t y 
t e a m 
d e p a r t -
ed the 
s c e n e 
finally at 
approxi-
m a t e l y 
1 9 : 3 0 , 

leaving the 
fire-fighters to continue through the night to fight the 
fires. We thank them for keeping the fires away from 
us and our good wishes to their injured colleagues.

OVERBERG TEAM RESCUE

Mr Dawid Engelbrecht walk among the survi-
vors on the field. With the support of the whole 
station we could also give a donation towards 
the fight against cancer. We are already busy 
with preparation for next year’s Cancer relay.   

The Overberg Fire-fighters had been battling a rag-
ing mountain fire along the Klein River Mountains at 
Stanford for a week racing from one hot spot to 
another. The fire started a week prior, at Tesslaars-
dal and many farmhouses were saved due to the 
Firemen’s courageous efforts. Helicopters and 
planes were assisting as the fire was spread over a 
very large area.

At 16:30 on Saturday, a call was received by 
Overberg Control that one of the big fire trucks had 
overturned on the mountainside restraining two of 
the fire-fighters inside the cab. A third fire-fighter 
was thrown clear and had minor scrape injuries. 
Hermanus R281, Bredasdorp R286 as well as Cal-
edon R288 and three ambulances from Hermanus 
were despatched immediately. Hermanus Station 
Manager Yvonne Paterson and acting Bredasdorp 
Manager Irvin Swartz also responded to the scene.
 
In a well-coordinated team effort, the two trapped 
fire-fighters were freed from the vehicle. The first 
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THE 4 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF 
MEDICAL ETHICS

There are four widely accepted general principles 
of medical ethics that attempt to address values 
that may arise during the interaction between 
healthcare providers and their patients. These prin-
ciples provide a framework with which to analyse 
ethical problems applicable to all patients no mat-
ter what their race, culture or religion.

These commonly accepted principles of health 
care ethics include:

1. Autonomy

Autonomy is all about respecting patients’ wishes 
and encouraging their input into the medical 
decision-making process. The issue of informed 
consent and refusal lies at the core of this principle. 
The healthcare provider is mandated to provide 
the patient with as much information as is required 
in order for the patient to make an informed deci-
sion. Such information needs to be communicated 
clearly and concisely without confusing the 
patient with medical jargon or adopting a simpli-
fied approach that fails to include important infor-
mation pertaining to the patient’s medical condi-
tion. The patient should only be given the chance 
to refuse medical treatment (or transport) once the 
risks of refusing care and the benefits of accept-
ing care have been clearly explained. This process 
of leaving patients at home is very challenging in 
the pre-hospital environment due to a number of 
reasons: time constraints (pressure to decrease 
scene times), unfamiliarity with the patient, their 
language, values and beliefs, and lastly the uncer-
tainty regarding the true risk to the patient, since 
the diagnosis is often not clear. As a good meas-
ure of patient safety; all refusals for transportation 
should be patient initiated and not suggested by 
the health care practitioner. 

To conclude the principle of autonomy; if the pa-

tient is of sound mind, has been informed of the 
possible complications of refusing transport and the 
benefits of accepting transport it would be 
acceptable to leave him/her at home if that is their 
informed decision even though it may not be in 
their best interest. 

How to determine the competency of a patient’s 
decision making ability, and the course of action  to 
be taken if the patient is deemed incompetent to 
make a decision, is not addressed in this article.

2. Beneficence

The term beneficence refers to actions that pro-
mote the well-being of others. All healthcare pro-
viders must strive to improve their patient’s health, 
to do the most good for the patient in every situa-
tion. But what is good for one patient may not be 
good for another, so each situation must be consid-
ered individually. Certain patients, due to religious 
beliefs, may refuse blood products even though it 
will be beneficial to their medical treatment. Here 
the principle of autonomy supersedes the principle 
of beneficence.

3. Non-maleficence

“First, do no harm” (Hippocrates) is the basis of 
medical ethics. In every situation the healthcare 
provider must avoid causing needless harm to their 
patients, either through acts of commission (some-
thing the practitioner did) or acts of omission (some-
thing the practitioner failed to do). In other words, it 
is considered negligence if one imposes a careless 
or unreasonable risk of harm upon a patient. 
Medical errors do occur and many treatments 
involve some degree of risk or have side-effects 
(i.e. allergy to certain medications), so this principle 
mandates a fundamental commitment on the part 
of the healthcare provider to protect their patients 
from harm by maintaining medical skills, knowledge, 
competence and licensure.

Consider the practical example of an ALS 
Paramedic that intubates a head injured patient, 
with suspected raised intracranial pressure, with 
sub-optimal drugs (i.e. non RSI). If the patient’s SATS 
are normal and the airway is protected with basic 
manoeuvres, are we not harming the patient by 
introducing an endotracheal tube that will elicit a 
gag reflex and subsequently further increase the 
intracranial pressure. 

The fourth principle demands that one should try to 
be as fair as possible when offering treatments to all 
patients and allocating scarce medical resources. 
The allocation of scarce resources, besides being 
done at the multi-casualty scene in the form of 
triage, is mostly done at an organisational level. 
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The D shift at Vredenburg EMS took the initiative to go 
to the police so that they can identify a household 
that doesn’t have an income. Staff bought groceries 
and stationary for the family and children in the house.  

This just shows you that we can make a difference in 
peoples lives, because the smiles on the faces of the 
parents and the kids  was priceless.

The staff on the shift is, Mr van Rooyen, Ms Bock, Ms 
Kotze, Mr Kwanini, Mr Robertson, Mr Mabengu, Mrs 
Joubert and Mr Dlatu.

M. Eiman   
Errol Boonzaaier

VREDENBURG 
COMMUNITY PROJECT

However, the treatment we as healthcare providers 
offer our patients should be equitable. That is to say 
that we are morally and ethically bound to respect 
our patient’s rights and dignity as well as treating all 
patients alike regardless of sex, race, lifestyle, age, 
social or disease status and disability.

As healthcare providers, we require an ethical 
basis for our day-to-day work. The “Four Principle” 
approach, or model, outlined above has its limita-
tions and may not always provide obvious answers, 
but it remains a useful tool in guiding our ethical 
practices.

Michael Lee
Regional Quality Improvement Manager
Western Metropole and West Coast

References

Society, the Individual and Medicine: University of 
Ottawa http://www.med.uottawa.ca/sim/data/
Ethics_e.htm
Ethics in Medicine: University of Washington School 
of Medicine
http://dept.washington.edu/bioethx/tools/princpl.
html
Principles of Medical Ethics: Kamilla K Porter and 
Gurcharan S Rai

Photograph: Courtesy of the Weekend Argus

From March 13 - 16th EMS exhibited at the 
International Aeromedical Conference hosted by 
the Air Mercy Service (AMS) at the Cape Town 
Internatinal Convention Centre (CTICC), one of the 
very first conference’s of its kind hosted in South 
Africa. 

Sean Cassie and Basil Langley manned the stand,    
and Shireen Duimpies provided the rescue 
component. This allowed delegates from all over 
the world, to view the ambulance and learn more 
about EMS in the Western Cape. 

Thanks to AMS, Three Spears Medical and Be Safe 
Paramedical for providing sponsorship, the team 
was able to organise the exhibition reletavely 
quickly. 

The team worked hard to ensure that they 
present an outstanding respresentation of EMS. 

AMS AEROMEDICAL 
CONFERENCE 
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Re: Kleinmond Drowning – Palmiet beach

On January 14, 2012, all the emergency units law 
enforcement officers and Kleinmond Beach Life 
Savers responded to an emergency call regarding 
a drowning at Palmiet Beach, in attempt to provide 
assistance. 

When we arrived on the scene there were a lot of 
bystanders attempting to search for the missing 
person without success. As I approached the scene 
I was accompanied by Traffic Officer Mr M. Acker-
man and Constable Jackie Moses. We spotted the 
casualty. At the time the sea was high tide and very 
dangerous to go into. Mr Ackerman quickly and 
without hesitation, rushed into the waves, located 
the casualty, lifted her into his arms and brought her 
to shore.

THANK YOU GREENS! Constable Moses assisted and supported Mr Acker-
man as he came out of the water because of the 
ocean conditions. EMS members stepped into 
assist them efficiently. Mr Lionel Henneke and Kevin 
Swartz tried to resuscitate the patient. I was very 
impressed with the team who worked very hard to 
bring her back to life, circumstances prevailing.  

As a member of management, I am honoured and 
proud to work with units that display such profession-
alism and dedication. To be associated with them 
encourages me to be more committed to serve the 
community of Overberg. 

Please convey my word of thanks and 
appreciation to these members of the deparment. 
As Management we can be confident that with 
employees like these, our community is in good 
hands.Well done!

Regards,

Captain J. Marthinus
Station Commander: Kleinmond SAPS. 

On February 23, 2012 the rescue unit from Cape 
Town hosted a farewell party for Roelof van der 
Merwe, more affectionately referred to as “Uncle 
Muis”. After dedicating 41 years of community 
service to emergency services, the time had finally 
arrived for Uncle Muis to put his feet up and rest. 
As Dr Mac Mahon put it eloquently at the farewell 
party, “This is not the end of the book, only the 
beginning of a new chapter”. 

Following a few informal gatherings to celebrate 
Uncle Muis’ retirement and in an effort to show their 
respect to one of the youngest members of the first 
set of rescuers in emergency services, Uncle Muis’ 
colleagues from Cape Town Rescue base, raised 
funds to organise a party to say thank you. Uncle 
Muis was showered with gifts from his colleagues – 
Wallis Sellar handmade a beautiful wooden 
souvenir for Roelof to remember his time in service. 
Dr Mac Mahon, Dr Cleeve Robertson, Dr Wayne 
Smith and Neville “Kussie” van Rensburg thanked 
the guest of honour for his dedication and encour-
aged him to focus on the new chapter of his life. 

Rescuers send their best wishes:

Ashraf Soeker, “You were a great guy to work with. 
We had quite a few long distance calls together 
with old Rescue 6 – I noticed the double clutch 

really tired you out. Now that you’re retired, your 
family should take the well-deserved opportunity to 
rub out the old bones. Enjoy your retirement Muis 
and come visit soon.”

François de Kock,“Best wishes. Hoping you the best 
of luck for your future. You must enjoy your 
deserved rest. You will surely be missed as a part-
ner, friend and colleague. Keep in touch.” 

Darron Pick, “It was a pleasure to work with you 
Uncle Muis. I thoroughly enjoyed listening to you tell 
stories of rescue calls from back in the day. Your 
presence will be missed and best of luck.”
 
Tony du Plessis, “You worked 41 years, now rest 
for 41 years more. Wishing you an enjoyable and 
peaceful retirement”

The beginning of a new 
chapter...
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The need for environmental cleanliness & 
disinfection is increasingly becoming the focus of 
attention in the efforts to control the introduction 
and spreading of bacteria/ viruses in our hospitals, 
clinics, hospices and old age homes.

Ambulances collect a large number and variety 
of patients from our suburbs, often with septic and 
‘clean’ cases crowded into the same vehicle, and 
delivered to the same outpatients department.  
They are therefore, wittingly or unwittingly, a poten-
tial source for the transference of bacteria/ viruses 
from patient to patient and into our healthcare or-
ganisations, and must be regarded as ‘high risk’ ar-
eas.

Due to the pressures of work encountered, espe-
cially during peak demand periods, these same 
ambulances are then often called to attend major 
accidents and emergencies without time for any-
thing but the most basic cleaning of the most obvi-
ous body fluid spills.

Therefore, there exists an urgent need for simple 
procedures that are cost effective, that will enable 
ambulance practitioners to routinely and efficiently 
clean and disinfect their vehicles and equipment 
without losing valuable time, and that will at the 
same time, contribute to a sense of pride and sat-
isfaction in knowing their ambulances and equip-
ment are hygienically clean, and safe for their pa-
tients.

Of prime importance in our considerations must be 
the health and safety of both the crew members 
and the patients. This means that the detergents 
used must be highly effective, whilst at the same 
time be non-toxic, non-irritant, non-allergenic, non-
carcinogenic, must not trigger or worsen asthma 
attacks, must be non-corrosive, non-staining, safe 
to use on all kinds of surfaces, bio-degradable and 
safely disposed of via our normal local authority 
drainage systems.

Disinfection procedure recommendations:

Every Trip

•Clean all patients’ seats, back rests, stretchers and 
other areas of patient contact. Spray or wipe with 
high level surface disinfectant, 

•Leave for  5 minutes, then wipe off with a clean 
damp (or dry) cloth,

•For body fluid spills, remove all solid debris and 
soilage, then mop with disinfectant solution.

• Equipment - at the Ambulance base:

 - Rinse all ‘just used’ equipment (e.g. laryn 
   goscopes, suction apparatus etc) in tap  
   water to remove the worst soilage
 - Soak in enzymatic pre cleaner solution  for  
   10 minutes, agitating every 3 to 4 minutes,  
    then rinse off again when finished
 - All hollow bore equipment should be filled  
   with pre-cleaner solution while soaking
  - Disinfect / sterilise the equipment, as  
   necessary, in sterilant, a rapid acting, and  
   safe, high level instrument disinfectant. 

• Replace your equipment in the ambulance with 
clean equipment from the ambulance base stock 
during this cleaning process.

•When you are called out, the cleaning of 
equipment should be handed over to the 
ambulance base staff.

Every Shift

•Clean all exposed surfaces that have not been yet 
been cleaned – use disinfectant solution.

•Make sure the driver / co-driver cabin is now  
thoroughly cleaned, including seats, steering wheel, 
gear levers, instrument and door panels and all 
areas frequently touched by hands & uniforms

•Ensure all equipment has been properly cleaned 
and in the right place in your ambulance

Gavin Sutton
Marketing Manager 
Be Safe Paramedical

AMBULANCE HYGIENE - 
PART 1
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Send us all your ideas, article leads
(tips), stories and photographs to:

The Siren
Keri.Davids@pgwc.gov.za

083 286 4227
alternatively articles and photographs

can be dropped off at:
Room 112

Communications Officer
EMS Head Office

Karl Bremer
Bellville

Cape Town

WELL DONE EMS!

Choirs are popping up 
all over the service! 
Demonstrating 
creativity, initiative and 
dedication!

More pictures of Uncle Muis’ 
retirement farewell party...

We’re on Twitter: 
@WC_MetroEMS

West Coast 

Cape Winelands 

Overberg

Do the right thing. 
It will gratify some 
people and 
astonish the rest. - 
Mark Twain


